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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the existence of solutions for the following class
of quasilinear elliptic problems:
p py2ydiv a =u =u =u s f x , u in V , . . /
u s 0 on ­ V , 1 .
where p ) 1, V is a bounded domain in R N with smooth boundary ­ V, f :
V = R ª R is a Caratheodory function with subcritical growth, that is,Â
ry1f x , u F c u q d , ;u g R, a.e. x g V , 2 .  .0 0
U U  .for some constants c , d ) 0, 1 F r - p , where p s Npr N y p if0 0
N ) p; pU s q` if 1 F N F p and a: Rqª R is a continuous function
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such that
py1p py1 qa u u F h u q z , ;u g R , 3 .  .0 0
where h , z ) 0 are constants.0 0
 .Here we search weak solutions of the problem 1 , i.e., functions
1, p .u g W V such that0
p py2 1, pa =u =u =u ? =¨ dx s f x , u ¨ dx , ;¨ g W V . 4 .  .  . .H H 0
V V
 .Observe that with the above growth conditions the expression in 4 is well
defined.
In order to use variational methods, we suppose additional conditions on
 .the function a. We assume that the function h: R ª R, given by h u s
 < < p.  .  .A u , where A u is the primitive of a u , is strictly convex and
p
h u G b u y a , u g R, 5 .  .
 .where a , b are constants with b ) 0. Note that from 3 , there exist
positive constants h, z such that
p
h u F h u q z , ;u g R. 6 .  .
1, p .Under these assumptions the functional J: W V ª R, given by0
1 p
J u s A =u dx , 7 .  . .Hp V
is well defined, weakly lower semicontinuous, Frechet differentiable, andÂ
X  .  .J the derivative of J is continuous and belongs to the class S . That is,q
 . 1, p .for any sequence u in W V such thatn 0
 X :u © u and lim sup J u , u y u F 0, 8 .  .n n n
nª`
1, p . it follows that u ª u in W V here © denotes weak convergencen 0
.and ª denotes strong convergence . This is a special case of a more
 w x.general class studied by Browder cf. 6, 7 in the theory of mappings of
 .class S of elliptic operators in the generalized divergence form.q
 .  .Remark. An important example of problem 1 is given by a u ' 1,
which corresponds to the so-called p-Laplacian. Explicitly, D u sp
 < < py2 .  .div =u =u . In this case for the constants appearing in conditions 5
 .and 6 we have b s h s 1.
With all the conditions given above, which we shall assume throughout
1, p .the paper, the functional I: W V ª R defined by0
I u s J u y F x , u dx , 9 .  .  .  .H
V
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where F is the primitive of f , is weakly lower semicontinuous, and C1 on
1, p .W V with0
p py2XI u ¨ s a =u =u =u ? =¨ dx y f x , u ¨ dx , .  . .H H
V V
;¨ g W 1, p V . 10 .  .0
 .Consequently the differential equation 1 is precisely the Euler equation
 .of the functional I and the weak solutions of 1 are critical points of I
 w x.and conversely cf. 15, 21 . To find the critical points of I we need some
 w x.compactness condition of the Palais]Smale type cf. 3, 4 . With this in
mind we consider the following basic assumption on the nonlinearities f :
mqF pF x , u F uf x , u y b u q b , .  . . m1 1 2
;u g R, a.e. x g V ,
or
myF pF x , u G uf x , u q b u q b , .  . . m1 1 2
;u g R, a.e. x g V ,
for some constants m, b , b with b ) 0, and we assume that the function1 2 1
a satisfies
Aq A u y a u u G b , ;u g Rq, .  . .1
or
Ay A u y a u u F b , ;u g Rq, .  . .1
for some constant b.
 ".Remark. Requirements of type F were introduced by Costa and1 m
w xMagalhaes 11]13 to study semilinear elliptic equations and systems.Ä
Now consider the following nonlinear eigenvalue problem
py2 py2 1, pydiv =u =u s l u u , u g W V . 11 .  . . 0
 w x.It is well known cf. 1, 2 that there exists a smallest positive eigenvalue
 .l, which we denote by l p , and an associated function c ) 0 in V that1 1
 .  .solves 11 , and that l p is a simple eigenvalue, i.e., any two solutions1
 .u, ¨ of 11 satisfy u s c¨ for some constant c. We recall that we have the
following variational characterization
p p1, pl p s inf =u dx : u g W V , u dx s 1 . 12 .  .  .H H1 0 5
V V
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 .  .Moreover, l p is an isolated eigenvalue of problem 11 . Thus, given1
1, p .W ; W V a closed complementary subspace to the one-dimensional0
 4subspace span c , we have1
p p
l s inf =w dx : w g W , w dx s 1 ) l p . .H HW 1 5
V V
 .We denote by n p the supreme of the numbers l for all such closedW
1, p .complementary subspaces W ; W V .0
 .Remark. It is not known if n p as defined above is the second
 .eigenvalue of the problem 11 . This is in fact a very interesting question.
The class of problems considered here has applications in the study of
non-Newtonian fluids, nonlinear elasticity, and reaction]diffusion. It has
w x w xbeen studied recently by several authors, such as Anane 1, 2 , Hirano 17 ,
w x w x  .Narukawa and Suzuki 20 , and Ubilla 23 see also references therein .
Here we obtain for this more general class of operators, analogous results
w xto those obtained in 14 for the p-Laplacian. In addition we achieve a
 w x.multiplicity result for these problems as that in 17, 23 using a version of
 .the three critical points theorem see Theorem 5 in the next section . In
the last section we give some examples in order to illustrate the degree of
generality of the kind of operators studied here.
Now we present the main results of this paper. The first three theorem
treat the situation where resonance at the first eigenvalue may occur.
 q.THEOREM 1. Assume F and in addition suppose that1 m
pF x , u .
F lim sup F bl p , a.e. uniformly on x g V . .  .p2 1u< <u ª`
 .Then, problem 1 has a weak solution.
ÄIn our next result we denote by l the ith eigenvalue of yD on V withi
w  . xzero boundary conditions which corresponds to problem 11 with p s 2 .
 q.  q.THEOREM 2. Assume F and A . Furthermore suppose p G 2 and1 m 1
A a q b u py2 F a u p u py2 F a q b u py2 , .  .2 1 1 2 2
;u g Rq,
pF x , u .ÄF lim sup F a d p q b l p , .  . . . p2 1 2 1 1< <uu ª`
a.e. uniformly on x g V ,
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Ä Äl li iq12 2F d u F F x , u F d u , .  .3 2 12 2
; u F s , a.e. x g V .
for some positi¨ e constants a , a , b , b , s , where1 2 1 2
Ä Äy1a qb 1yl l , d sa qb , and d p s1, if ps2, .  . /1 1 1 iq1 2 2 2 2d -1  a , d ) a , and d p s0, if p)2. .1 2 2 2
 .Then problem 1 possesses at least two nontri¨ ial weak solution.
 y.  y.THEOREM 3. Assume F and A and in addition suppose that for1 m 1
some real number L one has
p F x , u b .ÃF l p F lim sup F L - n p , .  . . p2 1 h huu ª`
a.e. uniformly on x g V .
 .Then problem 1 has a nontri¨ ial weak solution.
Remarks. As we will see in the next section, a compactness condition of
the Palais]Smale type is a consequence of the following assumptions:
 q.  q. w  y.  y.xF , A or F , A , and1 m 1 1 m 1
< < qF F x , u F c u q d , ;u g R, a.e. x g V , .  .4 0 0
where q satisfies the restrictions p - q and q y p - m if 1 F N F p or
  ..  .N q y p rp - m if p - N. From the growth hypothesis 2 , we easily see
 .that F is always satisfied with q s r. However, here we are interested in4
 .the case where F is satisfied for smaller values of q. Note that condi-4
 .  .tions like F appearing in the above theorems imply F with q - r. In2 4
the next theorem, which treats the case of crossing of the first eigenvalue,
 .  .  w x.we replace condition F by F or as in 22 by the assumption2 4
< < qF u F x , u F f x , u u q c u q d , ;u g R, a.e. x g V , .  .  .5 0 0
 .where p - u . In case that F is assumed we require an additional5
technical restriction on the operator, namely,
A There exist constants c, d with c ) 0 such that for all u g Rq, .3
u A u y pa u u G cu q d. .  .
We see clearly that this kind of assumption is a natural generalization of
 w x.the usual Ambrosetti]Rabinowitz superlinearity condition cf. 3 . Ob-
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 .  . < < qserve that if F satisfies F and f x, u u G c u q d ;u g R, a.e.4 1 0
 .  .  .x g V, then F also satisfies F . However F and F are distinct in5 4 5
 q.  .general. Note also that if F is satisfied with m ) Nrp r y 1 , then,1 m
 .  .using the growth hypothesis 2 , we obtain F as a consequence.5
 q.  q. w  y.  y.x  . w  .THEOREM 4. Suppose F , A or F , A , and F or F1 m 1 1 m 1 4 5
 .xand A . Furthermore assume that3
A a q b u py r F a u p u py r , ;u g Rq, .  .4
rF x , u .
F lim sup F K - a q bd p l r , .  .  . .r6 r 1< <u< <u ª0
a.e. uniformly on x g V ,
pF x , u .
F lim inf G L ) hl p , .  .p7 1< <uuªq`
a.e. uniformly on x g V ,
 .  .where a , b are positi¨ e constants, 1 - r F p and d p s 1 if p s r, d pr r
 .s 0 if p / r. Then problem 1 has a nontri¨ ial weak solution pro¨ided that
  ..p - q, q y p - m if 1 F N F p, or N q y p rp - m if p - N.
Remark. We note that the same arguments allow us to show analogous
 .results with less restricted conditions, where the potential F x, u interacts
with the first eigenvalue of some eigenvalue problem to the p-Laplacian
 w x.with weights cf. 16 .
2. THE ABSTRACT FRAMEWORK
We shall use a version of the Palais]Smale condition known as Cerami's
w  .x  w x.  5 5.condition denoted by Ce cf. 8 . Let E, ? be a real Banach space
1  .and I: E ª R be a C functional. We say that I satisfies condition Ce if
 .any sequence u ; E for whichn
5 X 5 5 5i I u ª c ; ii I u 1 q u ª 0, as n ª `, 13 .  .  .  .  . .n n n
possesses a convergent subsequence.
1, p . 1 XLEMMA 1. Let J: W V ª R be a C functional such that J belongs0
 .to the class S and in addition suppose that the function f satisfies theq
 .  .  .  .growth conditions 2 . Then the functional I u s J u y H F x, u dx satis-V
 .  . 1, p .fies condition Ce , pro¨ided that e¨ery sequence u in W V satisfyingn 0
 .13 , is bounded.
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 . 1, p .  .  .Proof. Let u in W V satisfy 13 . Since u is bounded, we cann 0 n
 .take a subsequence denoted again by u , such that for some u inn
1, p . 1, p .  .  .W V we have u © u in W V . Now using ii in 13 we obtain0 n 0
X 1, p1 , p5 5J u ¨ y f x , u ¨ dx F e ¨ ;¨ g W V , 14 .  .  .  .H Wn n n 00
V
 .where e ª 0, as n ª `. Note that by growth condition 2 , taking an
 . .subsequence if necessary, we have lim H f x, u u y u dx s 0. Thennª` V n n
 . X  .considering ¨ s u y u in 14 and using that J belongs to the class S ,n q
the result follows.
 q.  q. w  y.  y.x  . w  .LEMMA 2. Suppose F , A or F , A , and F or F1 m 1 1 m 1 4 5
 .x   ..and A , with p - q, q y p - m if 1 F N F p, or N q y p rp - m if3
 .p - N. Then the functional I satisfies Ce .
 q.  q.  y.  y.Proof. We assume F and A ; the proof with F and A is1 m 1 1 m 1
 . 1, p .  .similar. Let u in W V satisfy 13 . By Lemma 1 it is sufficient ton 0
 .  q.  q.  .verify that u is bounded. From F , A , and 13 , we have thatn 1 m 1
1
Xc q 1 G I u y I u u .  .n n np
1 p p ps A =u y a =u =u dx .  .H n n np V
1
q f x , u u y F x , u dx .  .H n n npV
mF b u dx q c ,H1 1
V
for sufficiently large n. Consequently there exists a positive constant c2
such that
< < mu F c . 15 .Ln 2
w x  .Considering p - N and taking t g 0, 1 such that 1rq s 1 y t rm q
U U  .  .trp , where p s NPr N y p , from the Sobolev imbedding and 15 , we
obtain
1y t t t
1 , p 1 , p5 5 5 5u F c u u F c u . 16q m  .W Wn 3 n n 4 nL L 0 0
 .  .  .  .Let us suppose that F satisfies F . Thus using 5 and i in 13 ,4
5 5 1 , ppb u y a F J u s I u q F x , u dx .  .  .W Hn n n n0
V
qF c q c u q d .q5 0 n 0
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 .So, from 16 ,
5 5 1 , pp 5 5 1 , pt qu F c 1 q u .W W .n 6 n0 0
 .   ..Then u is a bounded sequence, since N q y p rp - m is equivalent ton
tq - p.
 .  .On the other hand, if f satisfies F and the function A satisfies A ,5 3
we have
1
Xc G I u y I u u .  .1 n n nu
1 1p p ps A =u y a =u =u dx .  .H n n np uV
1
q f x , u u y F x , u dx .  .H n n nuV
qp
1 , p5 5F c u y c u y cW q2 n 0 n 30
5 5 1 , pp 5 5 1 , pt qF c u y c u y c .W W2 n 4 n 30 0
 .Since tq - p we obtain that u is a bounded sequence.n
Now, we give a result on the multiplicity of critical points for functionals
 .that satisfy condition Ce . Let E be an infinite dimensional Banach space
with a decomposition
E s E [ E 17 .1 2
 .with 0 - dim E - `. We write any u g E as u s u q u s Id y P u q2 1 2
Pu, where P is the projection onto E along E .2 1
1  .THEOREM 5. Let F: E ª R be a C functional satisfying Ce . Further-
more assume that F is bounded below and that for some R ) 0,
F u G 0, for u g E , . 1
5 5F 0, for u g E , u F R .2
Then F has at least two nonzero critical points.
This theorem is related to the so-called three critical points theorem of
w x w x w xChang 9, 10 and to later results of Liu and Li 18 , Liu 19 , and Brezis
w xand Nirenberg 5 . The proof of Theorem 5 follows the same kind of ideas
 .used in the proof of an analogous result with condition PS instead of
 w x.Cerami conditions cf. 5 . Nevertheless for completeness we shall give
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here a proof of Theorem 5. For that matter we start with the following
lemmas, which are the steps where the proof is slightly different from the
w xone in 5 .
1 .LEMMA 3. Assume that F g C E, R is a lower semicontinuous function
 .bounded from below and satisfies Ce . Then e¨ery minimizing sequence for F
has a con¨ergent subsequence.
 w x.The proof of Lemma 3 follows from Ekeland's principle cf. 15 , which
we shall use in the following form:
 .EKELAND'S PRINCIPLE. Let M, d be a complete metric space and let
u : M ª y`, q` , u k q`,
be a lower semicontinuous function which is bounded from below. Let
e ) 0 be given and u g M be such thatÃ
u u F inf u q e . .Ã
M
Then, for any l ) 0, there exists u g M such thatl
u u F u u .  .Ãl
e
- u u q d u , u ;u / u , .  .l ll
d u , u F l. .Ãl
 .Proof of Lemma 3. Let u g E be a minimizing sequence for F, i.e.,n
F u ª inf F . .n
E
 .For a subsequence, still denoted by u , we may suppose thatn
1
F u F inf F q . .n 2nE
5 5We claim that u F C. Assume by contradiction that for a subsequencen
5 5 2we have u ª `. By Ekeland's principle with e s 1rn and l sn
 .5 51rn u , there exists ¨ in E such thatn n
F ¨ F F u .  .n n
1
5 5- F u q u y ¨ , ;u / ¨ , . n n5 5n un
1
5 5 5 5u y ¨ F u .n n nn
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5 X .5 5 5 5 X .5 5 5  . .Then, F ¨ u F 1rn and F ¨ ¨ F 1rn 1rn q 1 , which im-n n n n
plies that
5 X 5 5 5F ¨ ¨ q 1 ª 0. .  .n n
 .  .Thus, from Ce we have a convergent subsequence ¨ . However, sincenk
5 5  .¨ ª `, this is impossible. So, it follows that u is a bounded sequence.n n
Now using again Ekeland's principle with e s 1rn2 and l s 1rn, there
exists ¨ in E such thatn
F ¨ F F u .  .n n
1
5 5- F u q u y ¨ , ;u / ¨ , . n nn
1
5 5u y ¨ F .n n n
X . 5 X .55 5 .  .Thus, F ¨ ª 0. Consequently F ¨ ¨ q 1 ª 0, since ¨ is an n n n
 .bounded sequence. Therefore, from Ce we have a convergent subse-
 .  .quence ¨ and consequently u also converges.n nk k
 w x.Let V be a pseudogradient for F cf. 21 , i.e.,
Ä XV : E s u g E: F u / 0 ª E 4 .
Äis a locally Lipschitz continuous map, such that for all u g E we have
5 5 5 X 5 X 5 X 5 2i V u F 2 F u ; ii F u V u G F u .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Ä  .  .5 5 .and consider W: E ª E, W u s V u u q 1 . Note that W is also a
Älocally Lipschitz continuous map and for all u g E we have
5 5 5 X 5 5 5i W u F 2 F u u q 1 ; .  .  .  .
X 5 X 5 2 5 5ii F u W u G F u u q 1 . .  .  .  .  .
LEMMA 4. Let F: E ª R be a C1 functional and c g R. Then for any
w xgi¨ en d - 1r8 there exists a continuous deformation h: 0, 1 = E ª E such
that
 .18. h 0, u s u for all u g E.
 . w x28. h t, u is a homeomorphism of E onto E for each t g 0, 1 .
 . w x <  . < 5 X .55 538. h t, u s u for all t g 0, 1 if F u y c G 2d or if F u u
’.q 1 F d .
 .   .. w x48. 0 F F u y F h t, u F 4d for all t g 0, 1 and u g E.
’5  . 5 w x58 h t, u y u F 16 d for all t g 0, 1 and u g E.
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 .68. If F u F c q d then either
 .   ..i F h 1, u F c y d or
 . w x 5 X  . 55  .5 .ii for some t g 0, 1 , we ha¨e F h t , u h t , u q 1 F1 1 1’2 d .
w x w x  .78. More generally, let t g 0, 1 , be such that for all t g 0, t , h t, u
XÄ ’ <  . < 5  .55 5 . 4belongs to the set N s ¨ g E: F ¨ y c F d and F ¨ ¨ q 1 G 2 d .
  ..  .Then F h t , u F F u y tr4.
ÄProof. Since N and the complement of the set
X ’5 5 5 5N s u g E: F u y c - 2d and F u u q 1 ) d .  .  . 4
w xare disjoint closed sets, there is a locally Lipschitz function g : E ª 0, 1
Äsuch that g s 1 on N and g s 0 outside of N. Now consider the vector
field
¡ W u .
yg u , on N , . 2~F u s . 5 5W u .¢
0, outside of N ,
 .and let h t, u be the flow defined by
dh
s F u , h 0, u s u. .  .
dt
From elementary properties of flow we obtain 18]38 and from the proper-
ties of W it follows that
d 1
w xF h t , u F y g h t , u for all t , u g 0, 1 = E. .  .  . .  .
dt 4
Consequently
t
g h s, u ds F 4 F u y F h t , u . .  .  . .  . .H
0
Ä . w x   ..Therefore, if h t, u belongs to set N for all t g 0, t , then g h t, u s 1
and 78 holds.
<  . <  .To verify 48, note first that if F u y c G 2d , then h t, u s u and 48
<  . <follows. So we may assume that F u y c - 2d . In this case we conclude
  ..  .   ..  .that F h 1, u G c y 2d and consequently F u y F h t, u F F u y
  ..  .F h 1, u F c q 2d y c y 2d s 4d .
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  . 4Finally we will verify 58: Consider I s s: 0 F s F t and h s, u g N ,t
dht
5 5h t , u y u F s, u ds .  .H dt0
g h s, u . .
F dsH 5 5W h s, u . .It
g h s, u . .
F dsH X5 5 5 5F h s, u h s, u q 1 .  . .  .It
1 t
F g h s, u ds . .H’d 0
4
F F u y F h t , u .  . . .’d
’F 16 d .
Thus we have finished the proof.
Let K be a compact metric space and let KU be a nonempty closed
subset / K Let
A s p g C K ; E : p s pU on KU , 4 .
where pU is a fixed continuous map on KU and
c s inf max F p j . . .
jgKpgA
1  .LEMMA 5. Let F: E ª R be a C functional satisfying Ce . Suppose that
U   ..for e¨ery p g A there is some point j g K R K such that F p j G c and
U  U .in addition assume that there exists a closed set S ; E, disjoint from p K ,
 .on which F G c and such that ;p g A, p K l S / B. Then F has a
 .critical point u g S, with F u s c.0 0
U U’   ..Proof. Given 0 - d - 1r8 such that 32 d - dist S, p K let us
consider h a continuous deformation given by Lemma 4 and p g A such
that
max F p j - c q d . . .
jgK
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w xLet z : E ª 0, 1 be a continuous function such that
’1 if dist u S F 16 d , .
z u s .  ’0, if dist u , S G 32 d . .
 .  .  ..  ..Consider q: K ª E given by q j s h z p j , p j . Note that q g A.
 .Since ;p g A, p K l S / B, thus there exists j g K such that u s1 1
   ..  ..h z p j , p j g S. From properties 58 of h we have1
’5 5 w xh t , p j y p j F 16 d for all t g 0, 1 . .  . .1 1
  ..   ..    ...Thus z p j s 1, u s h 1, p j , and c F F h t, p j - c q d for1 1 1 1
w x  . w xall t g 0, 1 . So, from properties ii in 68, we have t g 0, 1 such that1
  ..u s h t , p j satisfies2 1 1
X ’5 5 5 5F u u q 1 F 2 d , .  .2 2
’5 5and from properties 58 we obtain u y u F 32 d .1 2
 4Now, taking d s 1rn for sufficiently large n, we obtain a sequence un
in E satisfying
5 X 5 5 5F u ª c, F u u q 1 ª 0 and dist u , S ª 0. .  .  . .n n n n
 .Finally using the condition Ce we complete the proof.
1  .LEMMA 6. Let F: E ª R be a C functional satisfying Ce and in
addition suppose that for some u g E,0
F u ) F u , ;u / u . .  .0 0
X .Let y / u be such that F y / 0 and F has no critical ¨alue in0
  .  ..F u , F y . Then the ``negati¨ e flow'' starting at y, defined by0
dx W x .
s y , x 0 s y , 18 .  .2dt 5 5W x .
 .   ..exists for a maximal finite time 0 F t F T y and x T y s u .0
 .Proof. We may suppose u s 0 and F u s 0. By the theorem of0 0
existence and uniqueness for ordinary differential equations, it follows that
 .  .there exists a maximum time T y ) 0 such that the solution of 18 is
w  ..  .defined on the interval 0, T y . From the properties of W and 18 , we
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obtain
d 1
F x t F y , ; t g 0, T y . .  . . .
dt 4
Consequently
T y F 4F y and 0 - F x t - F y , ;T g 0, T y . .  .  .  .  . .  .
We claim that
x t ª 0 as t ª T y . .  .
Case 1. There exists d ) 0 such that
5 X 5 5 5F x t x t q 1 G d , ; t g 0, T y . .  .  . .  .  .
Therefore,
5 5 5 X 5 5 5W x t G F x t x t q 1 G d , ; t g 0, T y .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
and
d .T y
x t dt exists. .H dt0
 .  .Thus, there exists w g E such that x t ª w as t ª T y . Then necessar-
 . w .ily w s 0; otherwise the solution x t could be defined on an interval 0, s
 .  .with T y - s. However, this contradicts the definition of T y .
 .Case 2. There exists a sequence t ª T y such thatk
5 X 5 5 5F x t x t q 1 ª 0. 19 .  .  . .  .k k
 .  .Then, by Ce there exists a subsequence still denoted by x t and w g Ek
 .  . X .such that x t ª w. From 19 we have that F w s 0. Thus necessarilyk
  ..  .w s 0. Therefore, F x t ª 0 as t ª T y . Finally using Lemma 3 we get
 .  .x t ª 0 as t ª T y .
LEMMA 7. Let ¨ be a fixed unit ¨ector in E and set1
5 5K s u s s¨ q u ; u g E , u F 1 and s G 0 . 42 2 2
Consider any continuous map p: K ª E satisfying
5 5p u s u , if u g E and u F 1, .2 2 2 2 2
5 5 5 5p u G r ) 0, if u g K and u s 1. .
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 .Then, for any r ) 0, the image p ­ K ``links'' the set of points in E with1
norm r - r. That is, for any 0 - r - r, there exists u g K such that
5 5Pp u s 0 and p u s r . .  .
w xFor the proof of Lemma 7 we refer to Brezis and Nirenberg 5 .
Proof of Theorem 5. From Lemma 3, F achieves its minimum at some
point u . Supposing 0 and u are the only critical points of F, we will get a0 0
 .contradiction. Note that in this case we have necessarily F u - 0 and0
5 5without loss of generality we may assume R s 1 - u .0
 . 5 5Now taking e ) 0 sufficiently small such that F u - 0 if u y u - e ,0
and using again Lemma 3, we obtain d ) 0 such that
5 5u g E: F u F F u q d ; u g E: u y u - e . 4 4 .  .0 0
By choosing d sufficiently small, there is a continuous real valued function
 5 5 4    ...  .t defined on the set y g E : y s 1 such that F x t y s F u q d2 0
w  .where x t is the flow starting at y given by the Lemma 6 and defined on
w  ..  .  .xthe maximal interval 0, T y with x t ª u as t ª T y .0
Let K be defined as in Lemma 7 and let u g ­ K with u / ¨ and
5 5u s 1. Thus we have the unique representation u s s¨ q s y with 0 F s
5 5F 1, y g E , y s 1, 0 - s F 1, i.e., s, s , y are unique. Now, using this2
representation, we consider the map pU : ­ K ª E, given by
u , if u s ¨ ,¡ 0
5 5u , if u g E and u F 1,2U ~p u s .
x 2 st y , if uss¨qs y and 0FsF1r2, . .¢ 2 sy1 u q 2y2 s x t y , if uss¨qs y and 1r2Fs-1. .  .  . .0
U  .  U  ..Note that p u is a continuous map and F p u F 0, ;u g ­ K. More-
over we see that
5 U 5 5 5p u G r ) 0 if u s 1. .
 UFrom Lemma 7, for any p g G s p: K ª E continuous and p s p on
4  .  5 5 4­ K and r - r, the image p ­ K ``links'' the set S s u g E : u s r .1
Thus, using Lemma 5, we conclude that the nonnegative number
c s inf max F p u . .
pgG ugK
is a critical value of F. If c ) 0 we have a second nontrivial critical point
and the proof is finished. If c s 0 we apply Lemma 5 to get a critical point
on S where f s 0, and therefore is different from the origin and u .0
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3. PROOFS OF EXISTENCE RESULTS
Proof of Theorem 1. We shall prove that the functional I is coercive. By
 q.F , there exists R ) 0 such that1 m
d F x , u f x , u u y pF x , u .  .  .
mypy1< <s G b u ,p 1pq1 /< <du u < <u
< <; u G R , a.e. x g V .
Without loss of generality we may assume m - p. Thus, integrating and
 .using the hypotheses F , we have2
b pb1p u< < < <F x , u F l p u y u q c , ;u g R, a.e. x g V . .  .1 1p p y u
20 .
 .Note that from the estimate above and 5 we get easily that I is bounded
below. Now let us suppose that I is not coercive. Then there exists a
 4 1, p . <  . < 5 5 1, psequence u in W V such that I u F C and u ª `. LetWn 0 n n 0
5 5 1, p  .¨ s u r u and let us assume taking a subsequence that ¨ con-Wn n n n0
1, p . pverges weakly in W V , strongly in L , and a.e. to a certain function ¨0 0
1, p .  .  .in W V . Thus using 5 and 20 we obtain0
b b pb1p p m
c G =u dx y l p u dx q u dx q c . .H H H2 n 1 n n 3p p p y mV V V
21 .
 . 5 5 1, ppDividing 21 by u , we haveWn 0
c b b2 p pG =¨ dx y l p ¨ dx .H Hp n 1 n
1 , p5 5u p pV VWn 0
< < mpb ¨ c1 n 3q dx q .H pym p
1 , p 1 , p5 5 5 5p y m u uV W Wn n0 0
5 5 1, pSince ¨ s 1, passing to the limit we obtain thatWn 0
p
0 G 1 y l p ¨ dx , .H1 0
V
 .which implies that ¨ k 0. Once more from 21 , using the variational0
characterization of the first eigenvalue and dividing this expression by
5 5 1, pmu , we haveWn 0
c pb c2 1 3mG ¨ dx q ,Hm mn
1 , p 1 , p5 5 5 5u p y m uVW Wn n0 0
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which, by passing to the limit gives
pb1 m
0 G =¨ dx ;H 0p y m V
thus ¨ ' 0, which is a contradiction.0
 . 5 5 1, pFinally taking R ) 0 such that I u G 0 if u G R and using that IW0
1, p .is weakly lower semicontinuous we obtain u g W V such that0 0
5 5 1, p  .   . 5 5 1, p 4 1, pu F R and I u s inf I u : u F R s inf I. Therefore uW W0 0 W 00 0 0
is a critical point of I.
Proof of Theorem 2. Here we apply the three critical points theorem
 .  .with condition Ce see Theorem 5 . As in the proof of Theorem 1, we
obtain that the functional I is bounded from below and Lemma 2 gives
 .that I satisfies Ce . So it only remains to prove the local linking condition.
We shall do it in the sequel.
We recall that in this theorem we are supposing that p G 2. We denote
1, p .by H the finite dimensional subspace of W V generated by thek 0
1 Ä Ä  ..eigenfunctions of yD, H V corresponding to the eigenvalues l , . . . , l0 1 k
1, p . H Hand W s W V l H , where H denotes the orthogonal subspacek 0 k k
1 .of H in H V . Thus we havek 0
W 1, p V s H [ W , .0 k k
2 Ä 21 25 5 5 5u G l u , ;u g W ,H Lkq1 k0
Ä 2 25 5F l u , ;u g H .Lk k
 .LEMMA 8 local linking . There exists a positi¨ e constant r such that
5 5 1 , pI u F 0, ;u g H , u F r , . Wi 0
5 5 1 , pG 0, ;u g W , u F r .Wi 0
 .  . 5 5 1, pProof. Using A , F and the fact that in H the norms andW2 3 i 0
5 5 are equivalent, we obtain r ) 0 such that` 1
Äa b l2 2 ip2 2I u F =u dx q =u dx y d u dx , . H H H22 p 2V V V
5 5 1, pfor every u g H with u F r . Therefore, from the above estimateWi 10
we get r F r such that1
5 5 1 , pI u F 0 if u g H and u F r , . Wi 0
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since 2 F p and
d s a q b , if p s 22 2 2
) a , if p ) 2.2
q Ä .  .  .To prove the second assertion we use F , F , and F , to obtain1 m 2 3
constants c ) 0 and 2 - r - pU such that0
< < 2u a d p q b l p .  . .1 2 1 1 p r0Ä < < < <F u F d l q u q c u , . 1 iq1 2 p
;u g R.
 .Consequently from A we obtain2
a b1 1 p2I u G =u dx q =u dx . H H2 pV V
Äl a d p q b l p .  . .iq1 1 2 1 12y d u dx yH1 2 pV
=
p r0u dx y c u dx.H H
V V
Case 1: p s 2. For all u g W ,i
Äa q b a q b l .1 1 1 1 12 2I u G =u dx y u dx . H H2 2V V
Äliq1 r2 0y d u dx y c u dxH H1 2 V V
1 2 ry1 0Ä Ä 1 15 5 5 5G a q b 1 y l l y d u y c u , . H H /1 1 1 iq1 1 10 02
2 Ä 21 25 5 5 5where in the last inequality we have used that u G l u , ;u g W ,H Liq1 i0
1 . r0 . and the Sobolev imbedding H V ¨ L V . Now using that d - a q0 1 1
Ä Äy1. .b 1 y l l and 2 - r , we an choose r ) 0 such that1 1 iq1 0
5 5 1 , pI u ) 0, ;u g W ; 0 - u F r . . Wi 0
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Case 2: p ) 2. For all u g W ,i
Äa l1 iq12 2I u G =u dx y d u dx . H H12 2V V
Äb b l p .1 1 1p p r0q =u dx y u dx y c u dxH H Hp pV V V
a y d1 1 2 r01 15 5 5 5G u y c u .H H10 02
Finally, using that d - a , 2 - r , and the continuous imbedding1 1 0
1, p 1 .  .W V ¨ H V , we complete the proof of the lemma.0 0
Proof of Theorem 3.
y Ã .  .  .LEMMA 9. Suppose F and F . Then I tc ª y` as t ª "`,1 m 2 1
 . 5 5 1, pwhere c is the l p eigenfunction with c s 1. Moreo¨er there existsW1 1 1 0
1, p .W ; W V a closed complementary subspace to one dimensional subspace0
 .V s span c , such that I is bounded below in W.1
y Ã .  .Proof. Using F and the first inequality of F we obtain1 m 2
hl p .1 p m
F x , u G u q c u q d , .
p
 .where c and d are constants with c ) 0. Thus from 6 we have the
estimate
h hl p .1p p p p
I tc F t =c dx y t c dx . H H1 1 1p pV V
m my c t c dx y dH 1 1
V
m ms yc t c dx y d .H 1 1
V
 .Consequently we have I tc ª y` as T ª "`.1
 .  .Now taking e ) 0 such that h L q e - bn p , then there exists W ;
1, p .W V a closed complementary subspace to one dimensional subspace0
 4span c , such that1
< < ph L q e H =w dx . VF inf .p
b 0/wgW H w dxV
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Ã .  .Thus, using 5 and F we obtain for all w g W,2
b h L q e .p p
I w G =w dx y w dx y c G yc. . H Hp pV V
Therefore I is bounded below in W.
 .Finally to get a nontrivial solution to problem 1 , we use Lemmas 2 and
 .9 and apply the mountain-pass theorem with condition Ce instead of
 .condition PS . To prove this mountain-pass theorem version with condi-
 .tion Ce we use a deformation theorem like Lemma 4 and proceed as in
w x21 , where the standard version is proved.
Proof of Theorem 4. Here we apply again the mountain-pass theorem
w x  .21 with condition Ce . In order to get the geometrical conditions we
need the following
 .  .  .LEMMA 10. Suppose A with 1 - r F p, F , and F . Then there4 6 7
 . 5 5 1, p  .exist d , r ) 0 such that I u G d if u s r. Moreo¨er, I sc ª y`W 10
 . 5 5 1, pas s ª q`, where c ) 0 is the l p eigenfunction with c s 1.W1 1 1 0
 .  .  U .Proof. Using growth condition 2 and F , there exists r g p, p6 0
such that
K q e r r0F x , u dx F u dx q c u dx .H H H1rV V V
K q e r r01 , r 1 , r5 5 5 5F u q c u ,W W20 0rl r .1
where in the last inequality we have used the variational characterization
 .of the first eigenvalue and the Sobolev imbedding. From A we get4
a b K q er p r r01 , r 1 , p 1 , r 1 , p5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5I u G u q u y u y c u . . W W W W20 0 0 0r p rl r .1
1, p . 1, r .Since r F p - r , W V ¨ W V , taking e ) 0 such that0 0 0
K q e - a q bd p l r , .  . .r 1
 . 5 5 1, pwe can fix r ) 0 and d ) 0 such that I u G d if u s r.W0
Now we will prove the second assertion. Choose s ) 0 such that
 .  .L y s ) hl p . From condition F we obtain1 7
1
pF x , u G L y s u y c , ;u G 0. .  . 4p
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 .Finally, using 6 we have the estimate
s p s pp pI sc F h =c dx y L y s c dx q c .  .H H1 1 1p pV V
ps L y s p
1 , p5 5F h 1 y c q c.W1 0p hl p .1
 .Clearly we obtain I sc ª y` as s ª q`. Thus we obtain that the1
assertions hold.
4. SOME EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1. Let a: Rqª R satisfy the following conditions:
 .  .a there exist constants b , b ) 0 such that b F a u F b ;1 1 2 1 2
 .  .  < < p. < < py2a the function k: R ª R, k u s a u u , u is strictly in-2
creasing.
 .  .  .  < < p.Note that the function a satisfies the conditions 3 , 5 , and h u s A u
 .  .  . ` .is strictly convex. Suppose that f x, u s g u q h x , where h g L V
  .. < < p.  .  q.and g satisfies lim pG u r u s l p b and G with m s 1< u < ª` 1 1 1 m
5 5 `  .and h - b p y 1 or m ) 1. As a consequence of Theorem 1, prob-L 1
 .lem 1 has a weak solution.
 .  . p.EXAMPLE 2. Let a u s b q hr 1 q u , where a , b are positive
 .  .  . ` .constants. Consider f x, u s g u q h x with h g L V , such that g
  .. < < p.  .  y.satisfies both lim pG u r u s bl p and G , where either< u < ª` 1 1 m
5 5  .m s 1 and h - b p y 1 or m ) 1. As a consequence of Theorem 3,` 1
we have a weak solution for the problem
b py2ydiv h q =u =u s f x , u , in V , .pp 5 /< <1 q =u .
u s 0, on ­ V .
 . 2yp.r pEXAMPLE 3. Consider the function a u s b q hu , where 2 F p,
0 F b , h are constants. By Theorem 2, the problem
yb D u y h Du s f u in V , .p
u s 0 on ­ V ,
possesses at least two nontrivial weak solutions provided that f satisfies
q Ä .  .  .F , F , and F .1 m 2 3
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2’ .EXAMPLE 4. Let a t s tr 1 q t , which corresponds to the so-called
 w x.modified capillary surface equation cf. 20 . Explicitly,
< < 2 py1=u =u
ydiv s f x , u in V , .
2 p /’ < <1 q =u
u s 0 on ­ V
 .  . < < py2  .  . ` .Suppose that f x, u s l p u u q g u q h x , where h g L V and1
  . < < p.  y. 5 5that g satisfies lim G u r u F 0 and G with m s 1 and h `< u < ª` 1 m
 .- b r p y 1 or m ) 1. As a consequence of Theorem 3, we have a1
nontrivial weak solution for this problem.
EXAMPLE 5. From Theorem 4 we have a nontrivial weak solution for
the problem
yD u y D u s FX u in V ; u s 0 on ­ V , .p r
1 .  . < < p < < < <where 1 - r - p and F g C R, R is such that F u s u ln u if u G
 . < < r < <  .2 R ) 0 and F u s l u if u F R, with l - l r .1
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